Self-association of polynucleosome chains by macromolecular crowding.
The crowding of macromolecules in the cell nucleus, where their concentration is in the range of 100 mg/ml, is predicted to result in strong entropic forces between them. Here the effects of crowding on polynucleosome chains in vitro were studied to evaluate if these forces could contribute to the packing of chromatin in the nucleus in vivo. Soluble polynucleosomes approximately 20 nucleosomes in length formed fast-sedimenting complexes in the presence of inert, volume-occupying agents poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) or dextran. This self-association was reversible and consistent with the effect of macromolecular crowding. In the presence of these crowding agents, polynucleosomes formed large assemblies as seen by fluorescence microscopy after labelling DNA with the fluorescent stain DAPI, and formed rods and sheets at a higher concentration of crowding agent. Self-association caused by crowding does not require exogenous cations. Single, approximately 800 nucleosome-long chains prepared in 100 microM Hepes buffer with no added cations, labelled with the fluorescent DNA stain YOYO-1, and spread on a polylysine-coated surface formed compact 3-D clusters in the presence of PEG or dextran. This reversible packing of polynucleosome chains by crowding may help to understand their compact conformations in the nucleus. These results, together with the known collapse of linear polymers in crowded milieux, suggest that entropic forces due to crowding, which have not been considered previously, may be an important factor in the packing of nucleosome chains in the nucleus.